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Court convicts 5 in Chicago conspiracy trial
CHICAGO (AP)-A federal Jury yesterday
convicted five men of inciting violence at the
time of the 1968 Democratic National Con' vention, and acquitted all seven defendants
on charges of conspiracy.
The jury deliberated 40 hours before
finding David P. Dellinger, Jerry C. Rubin,
Abbott Hoffman, Thomas Hayden and
Renard C. Davis guilty of crossing state lines
to promote rioting.
Each man faces a maximum sentence of
five years in prison and a $10,000 fine.
John R. Froines and Lee Weiner were
acquitted of the substantive charge, teaching
the use of an incendiary device, as well as
being cleared of the conspiracy count.
All seven men, however, are being held in
jail on comtempt sentences ranging from 24

months to 24 years.
After the verdict, Judge Julius J. Hoffman
of U.S. District Court turned down a request
that the five convicted defendants be granted
bond, declaring, "I find the men in this trial
are dangerous men to be at large."
The jury of 10 women and two men were
locked up Saturday to reach a verdict. They
chose one of the two men, Edward T. Kratzke,
as their foreman and he handed the verdicts
to the court clerk who read them aloud shortly
before 12:30 p.m. CST.
All newsmen were searched prior to entering the courtroom and all spectators, including relatives of five defendants, were
removed from the courtroom despite defense
protests.
Hoffman's wife, Anita, shouted to the
judge, "The eight original defendants and

their two lawyers will be avenged and we'll
dance on your grave."
There was shouting and screaming in the
corridors but the courtroom doors were
locked and more than a dozen federal marshals refused to let newsmen leave until the
session was adjourned.
Each of the Jurors was polled at the
request of the defense. Miss Kay S. Richards,
23, the youngest of the Jurors, and Mrs. Jean
Fritz both affirmed their verdicts in a
quavering voice.
Mrs. Fritz wore no makeup and shook
throughout the reading of the verdict.
The judge set Feb. 20 to "deal appropriately" with legs of conversations
wiretapped by the government. The defendants contended prior to the start of the trial
on Sept. 24, 1989 that the wiretapping would

aid the government's case.
The judge said he would rule on the issue
at the conclusion of the trial.
The judge also denied a motion to grant
bond for the seven defendants and their two
lawyers on the stiff contempt sentences
issued by the judge over the weekend.
Lawyers William M. Kunstler and
U'onard I. Weinglass were sentenced to four
years and 20 months, respectively, but the
judge stayed their commitment to May 4.
Newsmen began filling the courtroom at 10
a.m. yesterday for a scheduled hearing on a
defense motion to declare a mistrial on the
assumption that the jury was deadlocked.
Minutes later the courtroom was cleared
without explanation and the 23rd floor of the
Federal Building was cleared of all persons
except certified newsmen and federal of-

ficials.
The courtroom was reopened and when all
parties were present a marshal told the
judge, "The jury has reached a verdict."
Several minutes were taken up by
government motions to clear friends and
relatives from the courtroom and the defense
objected at length, saying it would be
"another indecent effort" on the part of the
court and government which "has left no
stone unturned in this effort to convict these
men."
Kunstler also objected that the defense
had not been informed that the jury had
reached a verdict. He said there had been an
agreement that both sides would be given two
hours to gather necessary persons for the
rendering of the verdict.

Birth control clinic due
The Association of Women Students
(AWS) Tuesday adopted a resolution
calling for the establishment of a clinic to
provide birth control information and
devices to students.

can be taken.
The proposed clinic would be
established in conjunction with the
Student Medical Center and the Counseling Center. It would provide
professional guidance and information
and possibly various birth control
devices.

AWS President Jan Schnack said
yesterday the resolution is expected to
receive the approval of Miss Fayetta
Paulsen, associate dean of students and
AWS advisor.
Miss Schnack explained that all AWS
.proposals must be approved by the
organization's advisor before any action

In order to permit students to feel free
to go to the clinic, the resolution demands
that all conversations between members
of the counseling staff and patients be
kept strictly confidential.
It also states that information concerning the clinic should be made
available to all students.

By Kathy Fraze
Staff Reporter

The proposal was presented to the
AWS executive board last week by Joy
Teckenbrock, one of the coordinators of
the Women's Liberation Movement at the
University.
It was then taken to the legislative
board Tuesday where several
representatives attempted to add an
amendment eliminating the section
asking for birth control devices. The
amendment was defeated.
The resolution was introduced
because of the general lack of knowledge
among women students concerning
sexual relationships and birth -ontrol.
This is especially true among incoming
freshmen, it said.

Senate rejects substitute plan
in integrating nation's schools
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate
rejected 48-46 yesterday a substitute
school desegregation proposal of Sen.
Hugh Scott (R-Pa) which Southerners
said would leave virtually untouched
'widespread neighborhood segregation in
the North.
The substitute had been offered in an
attempt to sidetrack a broader proposal
of Sen. John Stennis (D-Mlss.) aimed at
both North and South.
The defeat u the substitute came
after the White House had sent word it

favored the Scott proposal over Stennis'
language.
Scott told reporters he had gone to the
White House this morning to talk to
Bryce N. Harlow, counselor to President
Nixon, about the highly unusual
challenge to him on the Senate floor
Tuesday.
The result was a letter from Harlow
endorsing the substitute over the
amendment of Sen. John Stennis.
"It was the first time my word had
been questioned in my 12 years in the

Bomb damages car
on troubled campus
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP)-The car of
an off-duty Cleveland policeman was
bombed yesterday at Cuyahoga Community College shortly after dissident
black students pledged cooperation with
school officials.
There was little damage to the car,
which was parked in a garage beneath
the administration building of the
.school's troubled Metropolitan Campus.
No one was injured, police said.
A black students' group pledged
cooperation yesterday with Cuyahoga
Community College officials who last
Friday spurned several demands on a list
prepared by the students.
Earl Johnson of the student AfroAmerican Society said his group would
t DM its influence to restore "an atmosphere of teaching and learning" at

the school's 10,000-student Metropolitan
Campus.
It was not immediately determined if
there was any connection between the
bombing and campus disputes.

Senate and this I will not permit," the
Pennsylvanian declared of the Tuesday
challenge.
When Scott offered the substitute
Tuesday, he announced that it had the
support of Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare Robert H. Finch
and the Nixon administration.
But his statement brought a virtually
unprecedented counter claim from
another Republican, Sen. John G. Tower
of Texas.
Tower announced he had talked to
Harlow and had been told the substitute
did not have "the imprimatur of the
White House."
In his letter yesterday, Harlow advised Scott that "your amendment is
administration language, preferred in
existing circumstances" to the Stennis
proposal.
Southerners charged bitterly Tuesday
that the substitute was so drafted that it
did nothing about de facto neighborhood
segregation in Northern schools but
would continue the drive against de facto
legal segregation in the South.

Police investigating death
A 21-year-old University maintenance
worker, Philip Lamson DeGarmo, was
found dead late Tuesday in his apartment
at 128 Palmer Ave.
Police are investigating the death and
have asked the county coroner for a
ruling.

City Police Chief Milton J. Nicholson
said yesterday he did not believe any foul
play was involved, but added that
laboratory reports would be several days
In coining.
DeGarmo was employed as a Janitor
by the University and was formerly of
Lima, O.

According to the resolution, many
men take advantage of and abuse women
students because of this lack of
knowledge.
The resolution also states that this
sexual ignorance often results in
psychological and mental anguish,
nervous
breakdowns,
unwanted
pregnancies, forced marriages, illegal
abortions that could lead to
hospitalization or death, and venereal
diseases.
Although the proposal neither condones nor criticizes premarital sexual
relationships, it does seek to deal with
some of the problems facing women as a
result of these relationships.
It further states that every woman
should have the right to control her own
body and behavior.
If the resolution is approved by Miss
Paulsen, it will then go to either the AWS
Health Committee or a new committee
established to draw up plans for the
clinic.
Miss Schnack said AWS will work with
representatives of the Women's
Liberation Movement while planning the
clinic.
Although she hopes the clinic would be
able to offer its service free, she said a
small fee may be required to pay for a
staff gynecologist.
"The idea of the clinic is to provide
students with information to help them.
If they have to pay, the clinic may not get
a big response," she said.
"If we get people working on it right
now, and if we have the support of the
infirmary, we won't have any
problems," she said.

-NI-I
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THE SUBURBAN BEAUTY SALON sign somehow seems a little out of
place at the entrance to the local cemetery in Van Wert.

Nixon sees Red threat
WASHINGTON (AP (^Surveying the
world situation, President Nixon
reported yesterday the Soviet Union's
missile buildup "raises serious questions
about where they are headed and the
potential tHreats we and our allies face."
By year's end, Nixon said, Russia is
expected to have 236 more oceanspanning, landbased nuclear missiles
than the United States, a reversal of the
status of the 1960s.
When submarine-launched rockets
are counted, this country will still hold a
1,710 to 1,590 lead in missiles.
Nevertheless, Nixon found the
situation disturbing enough to proceed
with expansion of the Safeguard antiballistic missile ABM system, a
revamped program he approved in 1969.

"I believed then, and I am even more
convinced today, that there is a serious
threat to our retaliatory capability..."
the chief executive declared.
The uncertainty of Russian aims stood
cut in Nixon's State-of-the-World
message to Congress, a 119-page
document he hailed as the most comprehensive document of its type over
given by a President.
In it, Nixon also:
-Expressed hope the Strategic Arms
Limitations Talks can bring a curb on
nuclear weaponry. He said the Soviets
have been "serious and businesslike" in
preparatory negotiations at Helsinki.
-Said there is little the Big Powers
can do to solve the Middle East crisis. He
urged Egypt and Israel to show "mutual

willingness to compromise."
-Stated that it will take a willingness
by Hanoi to conduct serious negotiations
before a compromise settlement of the
Vietnam war can be reached. In the
meantime, the United States' "Vietnamization" program for turning over
the war to South Vietnam will be a "spur
to negotiations."
The 40,000-word message offered a
global look at the past year and projected
a future in which "partnership" and
"military strength" will be the key words
in American foreign policy.
Nixon reaffirmed this intention to go
on reducing U.S. involvement in the
affairs of other lands, attempting in the
process to negotiate peace-preserving
agreements with the Soviets and eventually Red China.
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eDiTeRiaLa
parking plan
The University Parking Committee has come up with
an idea which should ease to an extent the commuter
parking pinch without causing any students great Inconvenience.
;...
This committee has made a recommendation that
student residences within a half-mile radius of University
Hall be considered as on campus housing for parking
purposes, and students residing In these units will be
unable to register their cars as commuter vehicles.
The logic in this is obvious. When a student can walk to
class from his residence as rapidly or more rapidly than he
can walk from a commuter lot, why should his car take up
space in a commuter lot when these spaces are at a

premium for those who must drive a distance?
Still, however, It seems that more Intelligent use could
be made of parking space existing on campus. For
example, the sole resemblance of a parking lot for the girls
of Batchelder Hall Is a narrow fire lane in which is posted,
"no parking at any time."
To park close to this dormitory to unload a car is to park
illegally, despite there being ample room for construction
of a small lot close to the building.
An asphalt strip bordering the south side of Darrow and
Ashley halls is marked "no parking," although there Is
space In this lane for three cars to park abreast. When the
handful of lots here marked for half-hour parking are
filled, which they usually are, a student must park illegally
to unload his car or else walk from who knows where.
Residents of other dormitories can also probably think
of situations where parking space is there but unused, or
where parking space isn't there and should be.
There are undoubtedly students who are unhappy with
present on-cam pus parking facilities and also the proposal
made by the University Parking Committee. Complaints
and suggestions may be made to Howard Kane, chairman
of the Parking Committee, at 113 Shatzel Hall.

opinion

plots action course
for the concerned
By Paul Collins
Student Column
You can't do anything about a bad
prof The hell you can't. The answer is
simple, but for most middle-class people,
repugnant-embarassing, rude, angry
confrontation.
Your education is more important to
you than anyone else, and you'll have to
defend it and upgrade it if anyone will. If
you wait for consensus, or a
"movement" acceptable to resident
University people, you'll find yourself
waiting in uniform.
As non-voting minors paying insignificant tales, students' "voice" is no
more than advisory. They're seen as
"transients" who gave approval to the
present set-up here by coming here,
fledglings in academe, incompetent to
evaluate it.
Thus, confrontation and direct application of rmotional pressure are the
student's only control over nil environment.
Students prefer to do things in large
groups and as unoffensively as possible.
They'll burn slowly for a quarter rather
than confront a professor with his
shortcomings. The result of continually
suppressed anger is frustration and
eventually the apathy plaguing us today.
The recourse-put up. or shut up and
suffer. If you're unwilling to eat your
anger about a poor professor or course,
walk dramatically out of class, encouraging anyone who feels the same to
join you. do to the department office and
raise hell. Make somebody else mad,
make it his problem too. Picket the class,
if it's bad enough, and discourage others
from crossing the picket line. Try to get
the registrar to cancel the course until a
qualified instructor, not Just a credentialed one, is found.
If a department head or committee
"fires" someone you think they shouldn't
have, make them regret it sincerely.
Write or wire anyone of prominence you
know; picket the office; call several
times a day to see who else has been
fired. Inform the department head he's
out of his mind. Share your "seed"
unhappiness, and let it grow elsewhere.
While few are ready to admit It,
students have Intense, short-run, selfserving interests on the University which
are frequently In conflict with the Interests of faculty, administration, or
both.
Long-term plans to develop a
department for doctoral studies don't
interest the student who'll be gone when
they're offered; administrative desire to
foster grant-supported, fund-producing
research "for future generations" at the
expense of today's teaching funds conflicts with students' desire to learn now;
the stability, security, and aura of
"authority by credentials" the
professionals want are bought at
students' expense.
The power students have is in their
physical presence and numbers-"people
power"-used to harass and remove poor
teachers and punish the loss of good ones.
If you don't confront and challenge
anyone responsible for our loss of a good
professor, you tacitly endorse his loss. If
you silently, actionlessly tolerate poor
teaching, you deserve it.
The situation we have now leads to a

let's hear Iron

YOU

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 9W words, typewritten, aad
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, trlple-ipaced.
We maintain the right to edit ill
materials which exceed those limits, aad
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
aad good taste.
AD letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News aad cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG News, Editorial Editor, IN

'He'll Always Be A Household Word Here, Anyway'

spiral of degredation for the University.
If men who have ability to innovate and
communicate with students go, while we
retain faculty who couldn't teach a baby
to wet a diaper, we set a tenor for faculty
which draws more of the same.
"Acceptable" and polite measures,
such as the professor-course evaluation,
may effect nothing. No one has indicated
how much weight these evaluations will
carry in decisions about faculty, and
surely no department would accept them
as a decisive factor.
Moreover, the worst professor will
have some students who like him, the
best some who don't, so anyone's
evaluations will be mixed. Students'
avoiding a professor's section will result
simply in the department's rearranging
sections "to even the course load."
As long as would-be activists try to do
the state's Job of improving the
University, as long as they wait for
"consensus", working slowly together,
and long-range plans, they'll be abdicating their responsibility to guard and
control their educations right now. As
long as the almost mystical belief
prevails that the system is omnipotent,
we'll be limited to signing abstractlyworded petitions to "the administration"
and holding "dialogues" with one or two
already-liberal faculty members.

news Leuers
Wallis refutes Del Porto,
happy to be leaving
Dr. Del Porto's claim that I was not
forced to resign is untrue.
Briefly, the facts are these. In late
October Dr. Del Porto told me he felt I
was doing an "inadequate" Job as a
faculty member and that he was "considering" terminating my contract.
On November 10 I received a letter
from Dr. Del Porto stating that "I
propose to notify Dr. Coffman, vice
president in charge of academic affairs,
and Dean Vogt of the College of Business
Administration, that formal notice of
termination should be sent to you before

December 1," which is the deadline set
by University policy for notifying instructors with probationary status
(mine) that their contracts are being
terminated.
He invited me to "think of some
procedure more compatible with your
interests and mine." I did, and resigned.
It is true, as Dr. Del Porto says, that
my future interests are in teaching
creative writing and literature and I
would have resigned the journalism
position regardless of any action by him
or anyone else in the University.

Nixon's statements called ambiguous
President Nixon's statements Monday, February 16th concerning school
integration, busing, and the preservation
of the neighborhood school were quite
ambiguous.
My own instant analysis of his comments is that the president is for de Jure
(by law) integration and de facto (of
fact) segregation. In other words, being
for law and order, he supports the law
(separate schools cannot be equal
schools - Supreme Court 19M i as long as
it is not applicable to most areas and as
long as it does not require stringent
enforcement.
He is opposed to busing to achieve
integration and is for the preservation of
the neighborhood school. Due to presentday housing patterns, in most areas this
means preservation of the all-white
school in the suburb or rural area and the
all-black inferior school in the ghetto.
Did some of the "silent majority" in
this country interpret Mr. Nixon's
comments to mean preservation of the
white community? Were the president's
latest statements evidence of the
southern strategy that Spiro Agnew says
does not exist?
Busing to achieve Integration has

been attacked in the North as weU as in
the South. Many people cite expenses,
time waste, inconvenience and dragging
down quality education as major reasons
for their opposition. I would agree that
these are negative aspects which cannot
be overlooked.
However, I think the positive aspects
outweigh these negative ones. I believe
that black-white contact is healthy and is
a part of the educational process. I also
believe a widespread integrated school
pattern would improve race relations in
time and improve the social climate of
the nation.
Busing to achieve integration may not
be the ideal answer, but because the
home and neighborhood are so personal
and intimate to people, housing will be
the last barrier to fall in the battle for
equal rights.
It is going to be a long time before
housing patterns change to any great
extent Is there an alternative to busing
that will achieve the same goal of equal
educational opportunity for everyone? I
think in this particular case, the end
Justifies the means. '
R-Knavel
Instructor of Geography

The point remains, however, that had
I wished to stay I could not have done so.
Obviously, a resignation under these
circumstances—resign or be fired—is a
forced resignation.
I have no personal interest in
dragging this faculty-firing thing on any
further, but one final note: The blatant
misrepresentation of these facts by Dr.
Del Porto in a BG News article yesterday
and In student discussion programs this
week only underscores the cruel and
suicidal lack of respect faculty members
and administrators have for students,
and it's the recognition of this fact that
makes me quite happy to be leaving.
Don Wallis
Instructor, Journalism

vote at 18
The Nixon administration request that Congress approve a constitutional amendment to lower the voting age
to 18 for federal elections should be supported.
The reasons for lowering the voting age are obvious.
Eighteen-year-olds pay taxes and can be drafted into the
military.
They are also the best educated, most politically conscious group of young people in the country's history.
Student unrest in this country may well be a
manifestation of student frustration-that Is, a desire to see
changes but a lack of means to make them.
Getting the vote at an earlier age will give young people
a chance to start making the changes this country needs.

saying the obvious
By Jim Marino
Editorial Editor
Let's face it-studenti feel they don't have the power to keep good teachers here, or
to remove bad ones.
Two open forums on the faculty controversy have shown that.
The evaluation forms student fill out can Just as easily be thrown in the trash as
they can be taken seriously.
That's important to remember because nobody has yet said how much influence
those student evaluations are going to have in a department head's, or a dean's final
decision on hiring, keeping or firing a teacher the students support.
What can be done?
Some say the answer rests in putting voting students on department tenure
committees. I feel that's tokenism. The student is sure to be outvoted by faculty
members who cow-tow to those same arguments we've heard presented every lime
we ask why we can't keep creative instructors.
He didn't get his PhD on time, they'll say; he didn't do enough research; he didn't
publish enough.
Just how much are those qualities supposed to mean to students who see a good
teacher leaving?
It's this over-used idea of relevancy again. What is most relevant to the student's
need?
I say the answer is a stimulating instructor, an instructor who is creative, interesting and knowledgeable.
The issue is brought home to me when I see some men here on tenure who shouldn't
be teachers anywhere at all. And the ones many students feel have promise and who
have contributed something to the student's knowledge during their stays are being
turned off by departmental restrictions and nebulous policies.
What is most discouraging is that most everyone you talk to-students, faculty or
administrators-agrees the student should be able to have his opinions felt
Moreover, they'll admit the student is getting royally screwed because he has no
definite, forceful way to make people listen to him.
The student can be successfully roadblocked along every path he travels in trying
to get his views heard.
Is it any wonder serious doubts about the quality of education today exist? Look at
what the student often times gets stuck with.
Television lectures; bad professors who can't be removed because they are on
tenure;good instructors whoareleaving because someone higher doesn't like his style
or his presentation.
The policymakers really haven't been spurred to change their policies because
they know they don't have to change.
And, the last thing on their minds is to give up some of their hiring-f iri ng power to
students because it's a privilege they enjoy having and, vainly or not, selfishly guard.
Yet, students would be doing themselves s disservice to became defeatists In light
of these circumstances. Student power does exist here if we would only use it.
It can be demonstrated very realistically by bringing pressure to bear against
those who make the faculty-change decisions: the department heads and their tenured
committees.
Tbraugh protests, boycotts, wafk-outs, dlirusifons. these people would get s taste
of student sentiment far more telling than all the student evaluation forms any
student body could fill out.
I honestly feel students should stop requesting rights on decision-making from the
faculty and administration and start demanding.
After all, who's putting up with the effects of a bad professor, struggling for an
education, and who's life is going to be affected probably shaped by the outcome of his
experience at this university?
There is a most important issue at stake here, and I'm left wondering just how loud
this student body can scream to make itself heard.
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Middle East needs '

<W '-^.7 Grant assists teachers
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compromise'-Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon said yesterday there
is little the big powers can do to solve the Middle East crisis and
urged both sides to the conflict to show "mutual willingness to
compromise."
The day is past, Nixon said in a report to Congress on foreign
policy, when the great powers "could solve their problems for
them...Ideal passions in the Middle East run so deep that the
parties in conflict are seldom amenable to outside advice or
influence."
The first task is to restore a cease fire as a "minimal condition," and then a settlement can be achieved "through the
give and take of negotiation by those involved," the President
said.
He said he was disappointed by the meager results of one
year of bilateral talks with the Soviet Union and four-power
conferences on the Middle East. Obviously referring to two U.S.
peace proposals in October and December 1969 rejected and
criticized by both sides, he said that "We have gone as far as we
believe useful in making new proposals until there is a response
from other parties."
The Soviet Union, Nixon said, increased its activites in the
Middle East with consequences "that reach far beyond the
Arab-Israeli question." The United States, he added, "would
view any effort by the Soviet Union to seek predominance in the
Middle East as a matter ot grave concern."
The President renewed his proposals that the arms
manufacturing countries should agree on limiting the shipments
of weapons to the Middle East, a suggestion rejected by the
Soviet Union.
Lacking such an agreement, Nixon added, "I now reaffirm
our stated intention to maintain careful watch on the balance of
military forces and to provide arms to friendly states as the
need arises." The President is committed to decide within two
weeks on an Israeli request for 25 Phantom and 100 Skyhawk
planes.

INSPECTORS AND POLICE OFFICERS search
debris in blasted San Francisco's Park station after
a bomb had exploded and injured six officers. The
explosion occurred Tuesday. A»>ociot«d PIMI W,,.PKO.O

The mathematics
department has received a
87,777 grant to be used for
establishing a new summer
institute for secondary
mathematics teachers.
Dr. William A. Kirby,
associate
professor
of
mathematics, is directing the
institute.
"The purpose of the
program is to offer intensive
training
to
secondary
mathematics teachers in
order to improve their competence in the classroom," Dr.
Kirby said.
The grant, given by the
National Science Foundation,
is expected to provide full or
partial awards of up to $1,350.
Approximately 40 teachers
from all over the country will
be selected by Dr. Kirby on
their previous merit and
record in the classroom," Dr.
H.A. Hollister, associate
professor of mathematics and
assistant director of the institute said.
Teachers selected to attend
the summer session will attend classes tuition-free. In

addition, they will receive
payments of up to $750, plus
(150 for each of up to four
dependents for the summer
session.
The 1970 summer institute

is the first of three projected
institutes to be held the next
three summers at the
University.
Participation in all three
can lead to a master of arts in

teaching degree.
Teachers interested in
applying for this summer's
institute may write to Dr.
Kirby, mathematics department.

Galloway says job decline
due to economic conditions
A college degree will not
automatically assure a
student of employment, according to James 1. Galloway,
director of the University's
Placement Office.
Galloway said economic
conditions forcing industries
to tighten their belts have
resulted in a number of
graduates
leaving
the
University unemployed or
with jobs they don't really
want.
However, he reported the
University's placement center
has been unusually successful
in attracting potential em-

Tax dtd.ctioi effects tkr.t dipartweih

ployers to the campus. Over
500 companies, 700 schools and
100 governmental agencies
have been scheduled to send
representatives to BG during
the 1969-70 academic year.
Only 39 companies and five
schools have cancelled interviews so far this year, he
said.
Competition for employment is keenest among
students in the College of
liberal Arts, Galloway said
because, since they have
gained a broad education but
no specific skills, they are
having the most difficulty
landing jobs.
Students in the College of
Education are also finding it
difficult to obtain teaching

jobs. He said this is not the
result of a fewer number of job
openings, but the larger,
number
of
students
graduating from the College of
Education.
Graduates in engineering
and business are in the
greatest demand. Jobs are
available in accounting,
finance, data processing,
sales, and the technical areas
of mathematics, chemistry
and physics.
Galloway estimated about
80 per
cent of
BG's
graduates seek employment
through the Placement Office.
Approximately 11,000 interviews were held last year
and he predicts at least 15,000
for this year.

Grad sbudents get tax rebate GOOD
PROFESSORS ARE
Army investigates
WHERE YOU FIND
patients of doctor
THEM.

FT. BRAGG, N.C. (AP) Officials Investigating the
fatal stabbing of an Army
doctor's pregnant wife and
their two young children said
yesterday they were checking
on patients he had treated for
drug abuse.
The doctor, Capt. Je.'frey
MacDonald, 28, of Patchogue,
N.Y. who also was stabbed in
their apartment on the post
. Tuesday, said "•« family was
attacked by a hippie-type
band of three men and a girl.
The girl he said, muttered:
"Acid is groovy; kill the
pigs."
Acid is a slang term for the
hallucinatory drug LSD
Police reported finding a
paring knife and an ice pick
which they said might have

been used to kill Collette
MacDonald, 26, a native of
Brooklyn, N.Y., and her
daughters Kristen Jean, 2, and
Kimberly, 6.
In New York, the Daily
News quoted MacDonald's
grandmother, Wilma M.
Perry of Patchogue, as saying
Mrs. MacDonald was expecting her third child this
summer.
MacDonald, a Green Beret
paratrooper, said he was
beaten unconscious, but
revived later and called the
military police. They found
him in a bedroom, stabbed in
the stomach and chest.
Col. Robert J. Kriwanek,
post provost marshal, said the
word "pig" was scrawled in
blood on the headboard of the
MacDonald bed.

A peculiarity in tax laws
will give the graduate
assistants and teaching
fellows in three departments a
much higher tax rebate than
graduate students in other
departments.
Graduate students in
physical education, biology
and philosophy do not have to
pay income tax on their
stipends because teaching is
included in their degree

requirements.
According to the Internal
Revenue Service, "...if all
candidates (or a particular
education
degree
are
required, as part of their
regular course of study. or
curriculum, to perform parttime teaching services, such
services are not to be
regarded as part-time employment."
Dr. Charles A. Leone, dean

Liberties Union in suit
against military spying
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
American Civil Liberties
Union has filed suit saying
military spying on lawful
civilian activity is unconstitutional.
The federal district court
suit asks the destruction of all
military
records,
photographs, recordings and
blacklists compiled by the

military.
Filed Tuesday, the suit,
says the ACLU is based on a
magazine
article
by
Christopher H. Pyle of New
York, a former Army Intelligence officer, who said the
Army has 1,000 undercover
agents keeping watch on such
activities as antiwar protests
at Harvard and Ku Klux Klan
rallies in the South.

Black students capture five buildings
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - "meaningless dialogue"
About 200 black students, between the students and the
College
adsaying
there
is
a Amherst
ministration, seized five
campus buildings yesterday
and demanded the right to
"determine
our
own
programs, policies and
Student Council's meeting direction."
tonight will be formal, instead
The campus police briefly
of informal, as was previously closed off the campus to
announced. The meeting will outside students, then left
be held at 7 p.m. in 112 Life their posts as morning classes
Sciences Bldg.
began.

Council meets

Classes continued as
scheduled when a proposed
student strike in support of the
blacks failed to gain
momentum.
The students occupied the
Robert Frost Library, the
Science Center, Converse
Hall, the administration
building, the black cultural
center and the school financial
office building.
The students said they
were
from
Amherst,

"Teaching In Brazil"
SEA MEETING TONIGHT

University of Massachusetts,
also in Amherst, and Nearby
Smith and Mount Holyoke, two
women's colleges.

Marketing
Majors:

Federated
Department
Stores, Inc.
has t
a notion
a-d bar*ware. aad fatto*
•■■ M ••TIMI r*1*t tfawn M
■real rlllrt all otrr the CMMr)-

MM

SPEAKER

SLIDES

Frwtraiea DrawlawM Mam. lac..
DtrrcMtaf
EiKKhr ■naarrti,

MOVIE

7:00 In River Room

CONGRATULATIONS,
NEW OFFICERS:

THANKS FOR A JOB WELL DONE,
RETIRING OFFICERS!
President - Cloyce E. Kaaftaaa
1st Vice Prea. - David L. Bockland
tad Vice Pre*. - Larry J. Williams
Secretary - Jsmei G. Wldmer
Treasurer - Keaactfc L. Cabbs
Alumni Sec. - Lawrence E. Palmer
Histartaa - Jaba C. Seftaa
SfL-At-Anaa • David A. Gerhaa
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These statements and any
other supporting materials
should be mailed along with
the student's tax form.
Dr. Leone said any
questions a student may have
concerning tax rulings should
be discussed with the
department chairman and not
brought to the graduate
school.
"The chairmen," said Dr.
I«one, "have been provided
with the same information
that we have here."

NEW SELECTION OF WHITE
AND NAVY BLUE
BELL BOTTOMS
Also Large Inventory of
Levl Sta-Press Slacks

at

AND
GREEK JEWELRY
beginning at

».»
Frl 4 Sat.

Klever's
Jewelry
Store
125 N. MAIN

SOMETIMES THEY'RE
HARD TO FIND. HELP
OTHERS FIND THESE

HITMAN'S MEN'S WEAR
147N. Main 354-7511

CONGRATULATIONS HELEN:
THIRD TIME IS A CHARM

ALPHA GAM LOVE
YOUR SISTERS

TELL OTHERS
ABOUT
YOUR COURSES.

PROFESSOR - COURSE
EVALUATION
EVALUATE ALL
YOUR PRESENT CLASSES
BOTH PROFS & COURSES.

The Door Is Alwqys Op.i
At THE EVERGLADES
OPEN for lunch, dinner or an enjoyable evening
of relaxation.
OPEN every day except Sunday.
OPEN from 11 til 1 a.m.
Cocktail lounge OPEN at all times.
Private rooms for your party, banquet, reception
or other special event.

FEBRUARY 16- 20
During class Registration
Grand Ballroom
University Union

Tlit EVERGLADES
Perrysburg- Bowling Green Road - 874-4308
Food
Services
by
Gourmet,
lac.

SELECTED
UNIVERSITY

THE PROBLEM IS,

PROFS.

< Miu.ii, OM. 49M1

GEORGE
.WASHINGTON
DAY SALE

OPEN TO PUBLIC

of the Graduate School, said
the students in these departments may have trouble
claiming their rebates.
"Since all graduate
assistants and teaching
fellows are issued a Contract
of Employment, students
eligible for rebates must ask
their department chairman
for statements declaring that
the department includes
teaching research as one of its
degree requirements." said
Dr. Leone.

P-CE - That's
Professor-Course Evaluation.

W^< 2~t$^^

RING DAY

W^j^^m

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23

KiijM

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

wmrm
IK??!
liod

FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
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WEATHER

campus page
SELF-DEFENSE
WiU be the topic of a
demonstration presented by
the Association of Women
Students at 7:30 p.m. in the
forum, Student Services Bldg.
Sandy Davis and Oscar
Adams, from the Lima YMCA
will give the exhibition.
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Will meet at 5:30 p.m. in
the Wayne Room, Union.

VIEW through frosted window and the Memorial
Hall trophy rase.

Student loans
Exit interviews will
be held for students
receiving National
Defense Loans and
terminating their
studies at the end of this
quarter.
Affected students
must report to the NDSL
Loan Collection Office,
305 Students Services

CLAZEL
NOW THRU TUESDAY, MAR. 3 EVE. AT 7 ft
9:30-Sat 4 Sun Mat. -at 2 and 4:40 FAR MOREOF EVERYTHING!!

James Bond

ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the
White Dogwood, Union. Mrs.
Elsie Minifie will speak on
mental retardation in the
public school system.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
WiU meet at 7 p.m. in the
River Room, Union. Students
who did their student teaching
in Sao Paulo, Brazil last fall,
will relate their experiences.
KARATECLUB

THE WINDJAMMERS
Fri. & Sat.
8:30 Till l:OOAM.

is back!

^ CANTERBURY INN
5AT. NITE AFTII THE GAME SPECIAL:I
and
Hot DogB

5<

The Place to Go
lYve

By Alvin Ashby
(i'J Military
Foundation.
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Slender

WIU meet at 7 p.m. in 108
Women's Gym.
POETRY READING
Will begin at 8:15 p.m. in
the Alumni Room, Union.
Vern Rustsala, visiting poet
from Lewis and Clark CoUege,
Portland, Oregon, will present
a reading of his poems.

1
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SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF
MANAGEMENT
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Pink Dogwood Suite,
Union. Presented by the
Federal Mediation Service
will be a mock contract
negotiation session between
Union and management
representatives.
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REVLON DEMONSTRATION
Will be given at 7:30 p.m. in
210 Hayes Hall.

Solution to Yesterday'a Putsle
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WiU meet at S p.m. in the
River Room, Union.
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SOCIETY FOR
CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM
Will meet at 8 p.m. in 213B
Education Bldg.
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Yeslerday's I'ryptnftraui: 1'ell me, may
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March graduate

ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

Sauerkraut

3 Slip down.
4 Perish
slowly.
5 The
universe:
Hcb

ACROSS

Coteleay ol Geography Dept.

TO
DO
TODaY

Mill »hm by Mike Atlo.kl

PUZZLE

Colder today and tonight
with variable cloudiness aad a
chaace of snow flurries.
MUder tomorrow.

March graduation
candidates should place
their
orders
immediately for cap and
gown rental at the
I University Bookstore,
Students Services Bldg.
Graduation
announcements will be
available about two
weeks
prior
to
graduation.

German club holds 'fashing9
A faschings ball wUl be
held tomorrow evening.
Fasching, the German
word for "carnival," is the
type of festival to be sponsored by the German
department and held in the
Bowling Green Armory
starting at 8 p.m. Students
admission is one dollar.

general
dollars.

admission,

two

Gras, participants
costumes.

The German fasching is the
equivalent of Mardi Gras.
Each spring the Germans hold
a week-long festival to
celebrate the spring months,
indicative of good, as opposed
to the winter months, symbolic of evU. As with the Mardi

Wizard of Id

by Hr.nt park*

wea

Horse' students
Students signed up
for
English
horsemanship must see
Miss Sally Parent, 301
Women's Bldg., this
week.

nd Johnny h»

GIGOLO

TONIGHT ONLY
CONTINOUS ENTERTAINMENT
ALL NIGHT

-****— CL3SSIFIED —°«®fc~
The BG News
IW University Hall
Oial 372-2710

featuring

Rataa: t« per Line per day J
tows minimum, average of 5
words per lute
DeadHlMS: 5 pm two days
before date of publication
The BG News rtaervta the
right to edit or rw)sc. any
classified
advertisement
placed
Prtatao errors which In the
News' opinion deles from the
value af the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
If reported in person within 41
hours of publication

THE NEW

GLASS CITY
and

RfNlW

THE FABULOUS

IMS Green VW eicellent
condition Muat sell now
CALL 3SJ-5474 after « 00

PERSONALS
Xi's Wa wan diggin' on the
Ha. The Delta.
AT THE C.I. TONITE AND
EVERY THIIIS I FOR1
NIGHT PLUS GIRLS FREE
Mary ■ To OH greateat "Big
SB" ever - Your Delta Zeta
little. Sue
Congratulations to Bob and
Linda. Tom and Mary on your
PM M Invaliding. Furry

t girls Mad apt lor M qtr
Call Nancy, 36M9U batman Celeste, happy to be your

OUTLAWS

Japan

ALSO

2 FOR 1 NITE
18 OR OVER

SALES

ml. asking lino auntl. mOH Dr. Hood

Roommate wanted Spring a
Sumoar.tn. Valentine Apia.. Kappa Slgs - Thanka lor the
Call Bob. I
baaed salad and wall to wall
■troganon- Wednesday, and
urgently especially thanks for the steak
needed IrdqtrN Grove Apia rebound on Sunday.
SU-iaU
Pikes ssy. Go Hockey, best
Roommate third the DU'a on Sunday'
OJaarttr. Female eft. per
month. University Cts. an- AsphsSlgs: With. Tiger on
Ml AFTER FIVF.
your team you really did the
|ob! Go Hockey!!
Custom stytod Duchel JSC cc
Big Mary Ana. You're the boat
ol what you are! Love your XI
•» Yssaaha. Ml cc, beet Oder bttJa, Jam.
lan VW Radio, Runs Good
Asking (t» Pom 3U-SU
Par Sale Old Rsmlngtoa
Partakes typewriter- Make

165 N. Main St.

"little aia." DZ love - Bart

IM aTOCaw.lt

Congratulation. Jaannie aad
Shews, All ol CaaflsU la
retelclag.
Dear Big Marjsanna (ran
Wapa. I'm duujlBl year
program! XI Love a Maw Ut
Kathy

Bl« Peggy. You'rt the BEST
Bin {with UV Biggest Ijaa'i
Love. UTTLE Gloria
Congratulationa Maggie and
BUI on your Delta U. pinning. •
Buck
Jeanan - My Big la the
greatest! XI Love and Mine,
Little Sue
•Big" Kathy. Your "UtUe"
Amy couldn't be happier'
The Brother! ol Pi Kappa
Alpha Congratulate Del * Bev
on their pinning.
Big Sharri - rlsppineas u
having you (or my "Big" I XI
love and mine - Little Kathi

(Tiruty. 1 luv having you lor
my Bit! CongraU on that
greet SisEppui XI hrv.Uttle
JUI.
Sue - you were worth a
"Weeka" waiting (or. XI Love
and Mine - Little Ctndl.

Rlda needed to Akron or
vicinity Feb.-tl share eii Call Para iliM.

Need nde to OU Uua weekendNo. I UIS

RIDE NEEDED lor TWO to
Marietta. Aanesville. Cambridge, or OU. Friday. Fab.
10th Call Doug - Vim.

Elect Cyndee Richard Junior
Unas Rep. to A.Wi
Big Paulette- The Little thing.
in lire are nice, but the Big
things are worth waiting (or.
XI Love, unit Nancy.
Snaker Icon . Gel "high" lor
your (tret Victory. '

"Big" Karen, My SMILE has
grown so much' I Love You!
"LItde " Deb

Delta-thanks lor Letting us be
your "Dolts Indies'' Saturday
- Alpha Xi's

Flying Spring Break? Need s
youth (are card* Call
American Airlines at HW
Sun ■ Tbnra. »-7 pm.

Zaka'i Girl. . the breakfast
and heart, wore great!
Thank. The Frater.

My "Big" Amis, I Lon yea!
"Little" Debi.

Donna - the greatest "Big" s
"Uttls" could nave. XI Law*.
"Little" Lisa

CongratulaUona George and
Gail on year Alpha Sig
Invaliding Dove and Pern,

Jada: You're a great Big.
Thanks for everyUaag Your
DZ Uttls

Connie ■ So Glad each clue led
to you! LU" Carol.

All you can eat II II OUe
English Fish "a Cnsps Toss a
Sun. 11:11amlollUpm. Fri.
llelamlelHam Saepptng
rasa (ram football

Big Brother Kev!! What a
groat gay you are! My big aa
sure dsas have goad taste!
Love, Uttls Bart.

AT THE C.I. TONITE AND
EVERY THUHS I FOR 1
NIGHT PLUS GIRLS FREE

Lyn. You're the greateat
Alpha Phi ■mm.bin Your
Little Ellen.

CongratulaUona Holly and
Jim on your A Phi O
lavaliering Love Ellen and
Mike.

Keren, to the "biggest" sad
beat tear. XI tore and Mine
Ll'ISue IBD I

Mike. You're the frealeet Big
evert Love in 1)Z. Little Deb

Jsfl, Cortjratslattoas oa year
.•acton as A PM O Pledge
Clan. Treasurer Big Larry.

WANTED: Rate to Ohio Stale
L'mv Feb. M lor GRE Em.
Call Mary JTJ-laH

JOBS! JOBS! sad mare
JOBS! Student., teachers
SUUsade sod Interratwnsl
Jots. RecreaUonal Jobs-Yasrround Jobs; Summer Jots All
occupatiera and trsdaa Ea)oy
a vacation whu*e you earn.
Horn! The beat fit* are
taksa early. Wrlla "JOBS".
P.O. Baa 47S, DopL CP BH,
Counselors wanted (or Camp
Somerset (or garb sad Camp
Win nti (or bays. Ftaqulre
men and women highly skilled
in camp acorlbaa at Unit a
yaars af sge prawatly with
previous camp counselling
eipenence
Csmps are
located in tat Slats ol Maine
Position, available la all
deportment.
Wrlla tall
details to Camp Office, m
awntaTsa St, New York. N.Y.,
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Creative theater opens
"Creative theater need not
alwaya-cr ever-be rehearsed, practiced or well-honed,"
said Dr. John P. Scott,
research
professor
of
psychology.
With this premise In mind,
Theatre
Unbound
has
scheduled eight performances
of what Dr. Scott caUed
"creative dramatic expression."
This new premise creates
"a time, place and themes for
people to stretch their
creative wings," said Dr.
Scott.
The productions are
designed for undergraduate,
graduate students and faculty.
"It Is a regular part of the
theater program, on a perhaps
less structured scale," said
Dr. Scott.
"The Soul" will be the
theme of the first production.
Members of the Black Student

Union will present a cut from
the play "Blues from Mister
Charlie," by James Baldwin,
a medley of songs, two improvisational scenes and a
poetry reading.
"It is not designed as an
exclusively black theater,"
said Dr. Scott. "They are the
ones who have indicated they
wanted to do something
creative."
Dr. Scott said he felt
Theatre Unbound was the
closest thing to "experimental
theater" at Bowling Green.
"Experimental theater is
almost always synonymous
with young people wanting to
try new things," said Dr.
Scott.
"A commitment has been
made for the Bowling Green
spectator that between 2 and 4
p.m. something will be happening," said Dr. Scott.
Dr. Scott said he thinks

se plates
honor OSU
The 1970 Ohio license
plates' colors will be scarlet
and grey In honor of Ohio State
University's
100th
anniversary.
The announcement was
made by F.L. Frank, administrative assistant to Fred
Rice, registrar of the State
Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
Ohio law provides that the
color of license plates shall be
selected by the Ohio Director
of Highway Safety each year.
Two plates are issued
annually for all motor vehicles
except trailers, motorcycles,
house and in-transit vehicles
and auto dealer.
All license plates are made
of IS gauge cold-rolled steel.
Most plates measure 6" by
12". Motorcycles' are 4 V by

7".
The plates are manufactured at Lebanon Correctional
institution in Lebanon, O.
David Ellsworth, deputy
registrar in Bowling Green,
said the plates go on sale
March 16.
Old plates may be
displayed from that date until
April 16.
The 1966 statement of
motor vehicle registration and
revenue listed Wood County as
selling 51,091 total plates.
36,601 of those for passenger
cars.
Total license revenue
collected by the county from
the plates was 6663,547.03.
The total license revenue
for
the
state
was
6105,044,631.69.

setting broad themes structures the program and still
allows people "to do their
thing."
"It la not intended to
Inhibit," he said. "We are a
great believer on this campus
in bringing In our culture in
periodic doses."
Dr. Scott said he wants to
involve the students in
creative activities, even if
"It's putting your head in a
garbage can and screaming

along with Sly and the Family
Stone or Vanilla Fudge."
Theatre Unbound is not
limited to theater majors. Dr.
Scott said he wants to involve
people in all disciplines to
express themselves
creatively.

Miss MacKinnon, a native
of Philadelphia, has been
traveling the Coffeehouse
Circuit out of New York since
spring 1987.

Speaker examines law
We have moved In history
from a time when law was
concerned with man to a time
when law is concerned with
nations, said Dr. Oliver C.
Schroeder Jr., Esquire, addressing the Law Society
Tuesday evening.
Dr. Schroeder, professor of
law at Case Western Reserve
University, defined law as
"the constant process of
dredging up what we want in
society with the supposed
objective of peace."
He foUowed with a brief
history of law from tribal rule
to city states, common law to
civil law, emphasizing the
gradual shift of law's focal
point from man to nations.
"We have glorified the
nation and today we are a
slave of the nation. Read
history-there has been no
unity of man," said Dr.
Schroeder.
The United Nations, he
suggested, was an attempt to
make man once again the
focal point of law.
"If you will notice," he
said, "the charter begins 'We
the people of the United
Nations' emphasizing not the
nations, but the men."
About
the
younger
generation, Dr. Schroeder
said. "They are looking

ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN STUDENTS

DELTA ZETA'S
OLE' GEORGE CHOPS
PRICES AGAIN ON
HIS BIRTHDAY
SPECIALS FROM 22*

Krickshaw Gift Shop
FRI

a.

SAT

She will be performing in
the Pink Carnation Room
tonight at 8:30 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Admission Is 35 cents.

Revlon Demonstration
■t 7:30PM 210 Hay.s
7:30PM Stedeet for."Self Defense"

Kappa Sigs:
Thanks for the
Steak Dinner
on SUNDAY

139 E. Wooster

WHAT'S HAPPENING
IN ISRAEL TODAY?
Yea weal want to miss the first film tat a series
of three dealing with the nation af Israel-pait,
present and future! Contemporary Israel which
Is sarnaadiJ by aatioai pledged to her exterminatioa, has had a great history according to
Ike record and a great future aceerdtog to the
Bible.
YOU ARE INVITED!
Part On is eatitled, "Let My People Ge!" aad
will be shewn at 7:66 p.m. February 21st (That's
Tali Saturday Evening). Refreshments will be
served after toe film. Guests sad visitors are
especially welcome. Special mask provided by
itodeaU from Grace College.
FREE NEW TESTAMENT
A free New Testament will be given to each
saiverslty itadeat who attends (while the sanely
harts) aad there will be a display of
THE WORLD'S SMALLEST BIBLE!
at toe
Gead News Grace Brethren Caarca
121 Soata Enterprise Street
BewUag Green, Okie
^VWMTOlgftYTiM

The up-to-date broadcaster
tries to expose community
problems as a direct service,
aaid Mrs. Marianne Campbell,
director of community affairs
for Avco Broadcasting Corporation, in a lecture Wednesday evening.
"It is the responsibility of
the broadcaster to be aware of
the community's needs," said
Mrs. Campbell. "Do a good
Job and people will listen."
Mrs. Campbell said Avco
has television and radio
stations "coast to coast," and
each area of the country has
different problems "from

Theatre Unbound
productions will take place
Sunday afternoons from 2-4
p.m. in the forum, Student
Services BWg.

around at the situation and
saying 'What the hell, we're
gonna' change this.' "
"Nations cant solve the
problems of the world today as
nations-the human mind must
solve these problems," be
said. "I'm not trying to
degrade the flag of the US.
I'm not trying to degrade the
great concepts of citizenship
in the U.S.
"Washington conceived a
government through which we
would govern ourselves so
other nations would seek to
emulate us," Dr. Schroeder
continued. "Within the U.S.,
the human being should reach
his full potential of dignity.'
Students, need flyers for
upcoming elections?

March 18th
Tickets $1.66 lor any reserved seat
On sale now at the
Falcon
Plaza
Motel
Rm.
AN ELECTRONIC device enables Candy I Jnvlll, It,
who is blind, to read ordinary print. The device,
developed by the Stanford Research Institute,
translates signals received by a scanning device
Into BraUle-Uke touch signals.

A

Are You A College

DROPOUT?
We have aa Immediate opening for a full time
young man with a reasonable amount of intelligence to step Into the Interesting field ol
newspaper advertising. He must be able to type,
spell accurately, print legibly, own a car for
travel Inside BG and be military exempt. Start at
a reasonable wage and work your way up. This Is
an excellent opportunity lor the right man In a
field that Is unlimited. Contact our personnel
manager, 352-5236.

The Daily Sentinel-Tribune
Bowling Green, Ohio

THE POWDER PUFF
George Washington
Birthday Sale
Thursday, Friday,. Saturday

(ethers as marked)
1 salt (reg. price 13.66)

15.00

Accessories
Jewelry .66 - .66 - 1.56
(values to 66.66)
Leather Gloves 4.69
(reg. 6.66 to 11.66
broken sixes
Fake Far Urns .66
(reg. price S.66)
All wool gloves, scarves, hats - tt
price
Peter Max scarves 6.66
(reg. price 6.66)

1 pant salt (reg. Price 46.66) 15.00
U sweaters (sm. slxed only) .99 SQ

(reg. price 16.66 to 16.66)
sheDs ft knit tops

3.99
.99

Sleepwear
n prices
shifts, Bite shirts, calottes
» longgowns (reg. 4.66)

V2 price
2.00

■ rebes (reg. 6.66 -16.66,
« misc. pieces ^

Vl price

Selected purses
M price
leathers, corderoy, suedes
others as marked
Baronet French Purses 2.S6
(reg. price 3.66)
Cigarette cases .66
(reg. price 6.66)
Adler & Mojud Hose
Nylon at Opaqae Pantyhose
1.66 to 2.7*
(reg. price 2.6* - 4.66)

Lingerie

Miscellaneous

IS bra dtps - reg. 6.66
3.99
(sixes 32 ABC - 34C only)
selected Bras, slips, girdles

Pajama Bags - Autograph Animals
L56-L69
(reg. 3.66 - 4J6)
Stationary - sleep bonnets
desk Items - 4 price
odds a tads - M

1/3 to 1/2 off

Mrs. Campbell aaid that
the former policy of stations
renewing F.C.C. licenses was
to try "to please most of the
people" by interviewing a
smsll minority on city
problems. She said the mala
objective Is the "ascertainment of community
needs."

Toledo Blades vs. Muskingum

111 S Mala Bowling Green Phone 352-5762

Skirts.,slacks,
sweaters, suits dresses
!4 price

Wsshington to San Francisco."
''Programs
sre
programmed for the area,"
she said. "Each manager
manages his own station
autonomy."

AREA MERCHANTS NIGHT

For fast service
come to
QUICKPRINT COP\ CENTE

Musician sings blues

Musician, singer, composer and recording artist
Raun MacKinnon opened her
five-day stay at Bowling
Green Tuesday night before a
crowd of more than 30 people.
Miss MacKinnon, appearing in the Coffeehouse
Circuit, performs songs
ranging from folk to Jaxx and
blues. She is accompanied by
guitarist Mark Horowitz.
Among her repertoire of
songs Is "Oklahoma Dawn,"
written by Glen Campbell, and
several of her own compositions including
"Sycamore Avenue," "Jake,"
"Julles' Dancing," "It's No
Shame," and "Delia's Gone."

Speaker interprets
broadcasters' role

HELP
WANTED
Applications sre being
accepted for editor-tachief of the 1971 "Key".
Application blanks may
be obtained at the Key
office, S16 Student
Services Bldg., or
School of Journalism,
164 University Hall.
Deadline Is February
16, 1976.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?
WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH A CHURCH
CHARTER AND YOU CAN START YOUR OWN
CHURCH. HEADQUARTERS OF UNIVERSAL
UFE CHURCH WILL KEEP RECORDS OF
YOUR CHURCH AND FILE WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND FURNISH
YOU A TAX- EXEMPT STATUS-ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES
TO HEADQUARTERS FOUR TIMES A YEAR.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021
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Wrestling is family interest
ByJackO'Breza
Sports Writer
A ninth place finisher in the
1968 Olympic wrestling team
tryouts in Iowa, Mike Clark, is
Bowling Green's 150 pound
grappling standout.
Clark, a Junior from
Oregon, Ohio, has compiled a
18-5-1 record since earning a
starting berth on the Falcon

Penix b MAC
player of week
A star come lately, BG's
Jim Penix has been named the
MAC player of the week for
the second time this season.
I.isl week against Marshall, Penix scored 28 points in
BG's 83-82 win.
Penix, who was on the
bench at the start of the
season, has blossomed into a
star since his initial start
against Ohio University when
he scored 15 points.
Since then he has been
scoring over 20 points with
regularity while moving into
third place among MAC
players with an overall
average of 18.3 points per
contest.

grappling team last year. This
season he is currently 8-1-1.
He started wrestling
mainly because of the influence of his older brother
Ted, a graduate of BG and
MAC 130 lb. champ in 1968.

Mike
Clark

During his high school
career, Mike finished fifth in
the Ohio state wrestling
tournaments. He has also won
two AAU tournaments while
capturing the Midwest
Olympic
championship
enroute to the finals of the
Olympic tryouts.
"The difference between
high school and college
wrestling is that almost
everybody you wrestle In
college has been on an all
league team or he is a winner
of a district tournament
during his high school days,"
said Clark. "Everybody
you're going to wrestle in
college is going to be good."
"This year I wrestled four
freshmen," he added. "One of

them was a former state
champ while two of the other
three placed second or third in
the state tournaments."
Clark considers this a
building year both for himself
and the team. He admits that
he has learned an awful lot
about wrestling this year not
only from coaches Bruce
Bellard and Jim Hopple, but
also from the individual
wrestlers on the team.
"I not only learned about
the techniques of wrestling,
but also the personal desire
that I never knew or had
before," commented Clark.
Hla goal for the rest of the
season is a high finish- in the
MAC championships.
"My weight class is one of
the toughest in the league," he
explained. "I'll have a decent
chance to win my division if I
set my mind to it."
Clark enjoys wrestling
because of its great individuality. He says that
wrestling gives him a lot of
personal pride when he wins.
Unlike some athletes who get
turned on by large crowds,
Mike is unaffected by them.
"I've wrestled in enough
tournaments and matches
that I get psyched up for the
match myself."

Blyth leading again

As far as Clark is concorned it makes no difference
were he wrestles. He has
found that he can generally do
as good if not better on
someone else's mats.
"I really have no
preference," he said. "I try to
throw everything else out of
my mind and just worry about
the match itself and not were
it's being held."
At every wrestling match
that Clark wrestles In there is
at least two familar faces.
They belong to his parents
who haven't missed a match
in the last two years.
"My dad's voice is one
voice that I always hear
besides that of the coaches."
said Clark. "I guess I want to
win as much for them as
myself."

G
SPOITS

Clark has learned a lot of
the finer techniques of
wrestling since coming to
Bowling Green. In high school,
he new the basic moves, bat
since he has come up here he's
perfected them.
He likes to go after his
opponent rather than to have
his adversary come to him. He
believes the more offensive a
wrestler is and the more he
pushes somebody the toss
chance he is going to have to
push you.
"I concentrate mostly on
takedowns,"
commented
Clark. "I figure that's 70 per
cent of the match or more. If a
guy beats me on takedowns in
a match, then he generally
beats me in the match."
This year's team consists
of five seniors who Clark
believes really inspire the
young guys on the team.
"I
can
see
more
togetherness this year than
we've ever had before," he
said. "This comes not only
through the seniors, but
everybody else also. There are
no hostilities on the team.
Everybody
respects
everybody else's Ideas."
"I think this is one of the
better balanced teams BG has
had in a while and this Is the
year we're going to do
something," Clark added.

could visit BG. So, the native
of Montreal came to visit
Falcon-land.
"I was really impressed.
There
were
beautiful
facilities; the arena, the
library and also the basketball
game," said Blyth.
After the visit Blyth was
sold on BG and he transferred
here from Halifax. Last year,
his first season, he had 57
total points on 23 goals and 34
assists as the Falcons' leading
scorer. He also helped the
team by picking up just two
penalities for four minutes.
This season Blyth is again
the leading scorer on the team
with 36 points on 12 goals and
24 assists. However, this
season he has picked up three
penalties for six minutes.
One noticeable feature
about Blyth after looking at
his scoring stats is that he has
more assists than goals. This
comes from playing the center
position and setting up your
linemates.
"The center is the one
setting up the play. He's the
overseer on the ice. He is to
help both the offense and the
defense and has the responsibility of passing the puck
and then dropping back to help
on defense, " said Blyth.
On the Falcon power play,
while the opposing team is one
man down, Blyth is also used.

leers play for charity
This Sunday the Bowling
Green hockey Falcons will
engage in a benefit game with
the Detroit Griffens. The
game will be used to raise
money for Paul Turpin, a
former BG player.
Turpin was a regular leftwinger as a freshman last
year for the Falcons, on a
team that was 26-5. Turpin
was injured when he dove into
the family swimming pool in
Detroit early last summer. He
broke the fifth vertebrate in
his neck and became completely paralyzed.
The injury Turpin received
required hospitalization until
just before Christmas. Since
the accident he has regained
partial use of his arms and can
move his head slightly. He is
continuing
to
take
rehabilitation treatments.
Falcon coach Jack Vivian
Indicated that the proceeds
realized from the benefit
game would be used to send

Turpin to a school where he
could be taking his therapy
treatments as well as continuing his education. The two
schools under consideration
for this are Michigan State
and Northwestern.
The team BG will be
facing, the Detroit Griffens,
are a senior amateur team
made up of former pros and
college ail-Americans. The
Falcons and Detroit meet
earlier in the season in a type
of scrimmage game with
Detroit winning 7-6. Vivian
indicated
that
several
members of the team have
played in the American
Hockey League and that "they
are the best senior team
around this area."
"The players want to do
something for Paul. He still
needs a lot of treatments,"
concluded Vivian.
The game Sunday will start
at 1 p.m. and tickets will be on
sale at the door for the usual
prices.

GOOD LUCK
ANGEL DRILL TEAM
AT PURDUE
THE CHERUBS

On this play he is on U>e point
and is used in the role of a
playmaker.
"Gordon McCoah brings
the puck out of our own end,
into the offensive zone and
then we start passing it
around and setting up a play,"
commented Blyth.
Besides Blyth on the power
play, Vivian has used Rick
Allen,
McCosh,
Owen
Freman, Mike Root, Glen
Shirton and Chuck Gyles.
For Bowling Green the
power play missed some of its
punch in the middle of the
season but has picked up as
the season draws to a close.
This was also the case of
Blyth.
"1 had a real famine
around mid-year, but it
always happens in hockey."
said Blyth.
He has picked up his
scoring activities and the
Falcons have again picked up
their winning ways. He
started his scoring splurge In
the Guelph series and for a
while was averaging three
points a game.
Sine- that time, while
Blyth's scoring has increased,
so has the unbeaten string of
the Falcons. Before last
night's action against Notre
Dame, BG's unbeaten string
had reached 10.
Blyth's linemates have
been switched around in
recent games due to an injury
to Freeman and he has skated
with Root, Dave Banghart and
Dennis Murphy.
"I enjoy playing with Mike
Root. He Is a good skater and
has a good shot. I also like
being on the ice with Owen.
Dave Banghart is still learning and asking a lot of
questions," said Blyth.
With Murphy, Banhhart,
Freeman, Root and Blyth
sophomores, the future
outlook for the Falcons is one
of greatness. Blyth indicated
that after playing with the
same group of players for a
couple of years, you can only
get better.
He also holds an optimistic
outlook for next season,
stating simply, "I think we'll
do a lot better." And Bruce
Blyth will be right in there
"assisting" along.

ELUDING A takedown attempt by Kent's Harry Poulos Is BG's 156 pound Mike
Clark. Mike let Poulos escape bis grasp In the final seconds, took him down and
was awarded a near pin to edge his Flash adversary 7-4 In a hair raising finish. The
victory raised Mike's season record to 8-1-1.

Athletes of the week

One step up on most
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
Maybe he Is the guy you
don't notice because his
performance on the ice is
always at the same level-one
step above great.
Or maybe you do notice the
many times his name is
mentioned in connection with
many of the goals the hockey
Falcons have scored this
season.
Actually he's not hard to
spot when his line is on the ice
because he is always nearthe
puck either in the offensive or
defensive zones of play. With a
stick in hand and a number 15
on his back, Bruce Blyth
skates into action every game
for Bowling Green and does
his usual outstanding Job.
Blyth started playing
hockey at age six and made
the normal advancement of
every
Canadian
youth
engaged in the hockey
program. Through mosquito,
pee-wee, Junior A and Junior
B and all the other various
leagues and age-groups Blyth
played his way until he
decided to come to BG.
Blyth was playing hockey
in Halifex. Nova Scotia when
former Falcon Eric Preston
said he was coming to visit
Bowling
Green.
Blyth
requested of Preston ask
coach Jack Vivian if he, too,

H.w. ,h.<o by Kin ■•bu4a>

Falcon showing is mediocre
The
Falcons
3ports
weekend was mildly successful as the basketball team
won a close non-league contest
at Marshall and the hockey
team swept Ohio State off the
ice twice. The swimmers split
both the win and the loss
having lop-sided scores while
the wrestlers dropped a close
meet at Kent State.
Bowling Green was led in
the basketball win once again
by Jim Penix. Lending Penix
a big helping hand was center
Jim Connally. Penix was "hothanded" as usual from the
floor and the field Saturday
recording 11-14 from the floor
and six of seven foul tries for
28 points. Penix has now
scored 20 or more points in
eight straight games up to last
night's contest against Northern Illinois.

The game against Marshall
was won on the boards as well
as with shooting and Connally
grabbed 17 rebounds to lead
the way. The total of 17 ties the
Falcon high for the year set
against Pittsburgh also by
Connally. He also chipped in
with 18 points on nine of 13
from the floor.

The wrestlers dropped a
close match 23-17 to Kent
State. However, Joe Green
came through with a pin in 55
seconds for his third straight

win since coming out for
wrestling three meets ago.
Green has two pins and a
forefit to his credit in the 190pound class.
The Falcon icers shut-out
OSU 2-0 and then romped past
them 7-5 with Mike Root
helping lead the way. Root got
the first and fifth goals
Saturday against OSU to increase his yearly point total to
24 on 12 goals and 12 assists.
In swimming, Frank Mutz
was the team's best performer
in their 67-33 victory over
Marshall and 77-36 loss to
Kent. Mutz won the 1000 yard
freestyle event on both days.
He lowered his best time this
year by twelve seconds on
Saturday.

Tick.t ■■foraatioi
Students planning to attend
Saturday's game between
Toledo and Bowling Green
must exchange their book
coupons for game tickets. The
exchange will be coupon
number 14.

N.~. (tot* by KM Bobudw

MAKING LIKE a golfer with a chip shot. Is Falcon
leer Bruce Blyth. The sophomore from Montreal,
Quebec Is the teams leading scorer.

Rifle club posts 4 wins
Bowling Green's rifle club
swept four matches and set a
new team scoring record this
weekend.
The
sharp
shooters
defeated the Kent State rifle
team 1246-1241 Friday. The
team then traveled to
Youngstown Saturday where
they defeated Youngstown
State University 1271-1149 in a
Lake Erie Intercollegiate
Rifle Conference match. The
win put BG in sole possession
of second place In the conference.

On Sunday, the team
captured two wins over the
Ohio University's rifle club.
BG won the first match 14071323 and established a new
team scoring record by
beating the Bobcats 1295-1092
in the finale.
The victories this weekend
upped the BG rifle clubs'
overall record to 11-4 and
conference mark to 7-2. Their
next match is at home against
Case
Western Reserve
tomorrow.

THE BROTHERS OF

ZETA BETA TAU
Cordially invite all
interested men to
OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT at 9:00

The exchange can be made
at the Memorial Hall ticket
window today and tomorrow
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Thirty-six hundred tickets
will be exchanged on a first
come, first serve basis.
The freshman game between TU and BG will begin at
11:30 p.m. with the varsity
contest slated to begin at 1:30.
The doors will open at 11:00
a.m. The varsity game will be
telecast regionally on the
MAC game of the week.
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